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YOUR PREFERENCES:
Beside each statement, put a check mark if you agree. If you don’t agree, change the sentence so that it 
reflects your opinion.
I am a humorous person.
I enjoy reading funny stories and novels.
I like to watch TV shows that are funny.
I don’t like it when there is a laugh track for a show.
When I see someone else laugh, it makes me laugh.
I love to be tickled.
I am the only one in my family who laughs a lot.
I like to play practical jokes on people.
I like to make fun of people.
Sometimes people tell me I laugh too loudly.
I always smile at strangers.
I loved to watch cartoons as a kid.
In fact, I still love cartoons.
I have seen several cartoon movies lately.
I enjoy reading the comics in the paper each morning.
I like to draw cartoons.
I like to write funny stories.
I don’t always get the jokes in English. 
Humor in my home country is much different than here.

IN YOUR GROUPS
Sort these words into the correct categories

Word List

treble diamond ship cube

tenor canoe all fours purse

bare briefcase kayak harp

violin cello scales suitcase

handbag squat slouch yacht

slump notes sphere percussion

star oval basket cone

erect cylinder guitar soprano

crescent opera kneel dinghy

backpack tugboat lifeboat harmonica



Categories

types of bags types of boats shapes postures music words

MIXED UP SENTENCES
These sentences have the words in the wrong order. Correct them so they make sense.

1.She a champion became in 1964.
2.Seemed he a smart man very.
3.Tightly held hand Sheila’s I.
4.In a grey dress dark spoke I to a girl.
5.To stop him I was of a way to think trying.
6.A stone of large block to the rope he tied.
7.Open wide was the front of the house door.
8.The table lying on the cards three pointed she to.
9.Alone leaving of him I hated the idea.
10.To man pay the had I dollars a thousand.
11.Stopped he said no one when anything said.
12.Us meet later there can you.
13.Was drove I a Ford that the car.
14.Last week before the competition won she the.
15.Two boys football I enjoy have who.


